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Abstract
LetG be a graph in which each vertex has been coloured using one of k colours, say c1, c2, . . . , ck .
If an m-cycle C in G has ni vertices coloured ci , i = 1, 2, . . . , k, and |ni − nj |1 for any i, j ∈
{1, 2, . . . , k}, then C is said to be equitably k-coloured. An m-cycle decomposition C of a graph G
is equitably k-colourable if the vertices of G can be coloured so that every m-cycle in C is equitably
k-coloured. Form= 3, 4 and 5 we completely settle the existence question for equitably 3-colourable
m-cycle decompositions of complete equipartite graphs.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let Kn1,n2,...,np denote the complete multipartite graph with ni vertices in part i, for
1 ip. If each of the p parts contains n vertices, the graph is said to be complete equipar-
tite and is denotedKp(n). The graphKp(1) is isomorphic to the complete graph onp vertices,
denoted Kp.
Apairwise balanceddesignwithparametersv,K and (sometimeswrittenPBD(v,K, ))
is a pair (V ,B) such that V is a v-set of elements and B is a collection of subsets of V
(where each member B ∈ B is called a block of the design). Furthermore, for each block
B ∈ B, |B| ∈ K , and every unordered pair of elements in V occurs together in precisely 
blocks ofB.
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A group divisible design with parametersK , ,M and v (sometimes written GDD[K, ,
M; v]) is a triple (V ,,B) such thatV is a v-set of elements,={G1,G2, . . .} is a partition
of V (where each class of the partition is called a group of the design), andB is a collection
of subsets of V (where each member B ∈ B is called a block of the design). Furthermore,
for each group Gi ∈ , |Gi | ∈ M , for each block B ∈ B, |B| ∈ K , and for all x, y ∈ V , x
and y occur together in precisely  blocks ofB if they do not appear together in any group
of , and x and y appear in no blocks ofB otherwise.
Let G and H1, H2, . . . , Hn be graphs. The set H = {H1, H2, . . . , Hn} is said to be
a decomposition of G if H partitions the edge set of G. If Hi is isomorphic to H , for
1 in, thenH is said to be an H -decomposition of G.
In this paper, G is usually a complete equipartite graph and H is usually an m-cycle,
where m ∈ {3, 4, 5}. An m-cycle decomposition of a graph G is possible only if m divides
the total number of edges in G and each vertex in G has even degree.
A decomposition of Kn1,n2,...,np into copies of the complete graph on v vertices can
be thought of as a GDD[v, 1,M;∑pi=1ni], where ni ∈ M , for 1 ip. Indeed, a 3-
cycle decomposition of Kn1,n2,...,np can be thought of as a GDD[3, 1,M;
∑p
i=1ni], where
ni ∈ M , for 1 ip.
When m is odd, it is impossible to ﬁnd an m-cycle decomposition of any bipartite
graph. Generally speaking, the problem of ﬁnding an odd-length cycle decomposition of
Kn1,n2,...,np , where p3, is difﬁcult and remains an open problem. In [13] Hanani com-
pletely settled the existence question for GDD[3, 1, n;pn], thus solving the existence ques-
tion for 3-cycle decompositions of Kp(n). Other authors have considered GDDs with all
blocks having size three, but groups of varying sizes. In [10] the existence question for
GDDs with block size three, x groups of size t and one group of size u is completely settled
for all values of x, t and u. The authors of [8] go on to completely settle the existence
question for GDDs with block size three, x groups of size t and y groups of size one.
Furthermore, in [7] Colbourn determined some necessary conditions for existence of group
divisible designs with block size three and proved that these conditions were also sufﬁcient
for designs on 60 or fewer elements.
Less attention has been given to m-cycle decompositions of Kn1,n2,...,np when m is odd
and greater than three. However, in [3] Billington et al. determined the necessary and
sufﬁcient conditions for existence of a 5-cycle decomposition ofKp(n). In [6] Cavenagh and
Billington completely settle the existence question for 5-cycle decompositions ofKn1,n2,n3
for the cases n1 = n2, n2 = n3 or n1 ≡ n2 ≡ 0 (mod 10). In [4] Cavenagh extended this
result to all complete tripartite graphs where all parts are of even size.
When m is even, m-cycle decompositions of the complete bipartite graph are both in-
teresting and useful when constructing m-cycle decompositions of Kn1,n2,...,np , for p3.
In Sotteau’s seminal paper [15], it is shown that a 2k-cycle decomposition of Kn1,n2 exists
if and only if n1 ≡ n2 ≡ 0 (mod 2), n12, n22 and 2k divides n1n2. In [5] Cavenagh
and Billington determine some necessary conditions for existence of an even-length cycle
decomposition of Kn1,n2,...,np and prove that these conditions are also sufﬁcient for cycles
of lengths 4, 6 and 8.
A colouring of an m-cycle decomposition C of a graphG is an assignment of colours to
the vertices of G. A k-colouring of C is a colouring in which k distinct colours are used.
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A k-colouring of an m-cycle decomposition C clearly induces a colouring of each m-cycle
in C. If ni vertices of an m-cycle C ∈ C are coloured ci , then C is said to be equitably
k-coloured if |ni − nj |1 for any i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. An m-cycle decomposition C is
said to be equitably k-colourable if it can be k-coloured so that every C ∈ C is equitably
k-coloured.
It is shown in [1] that an equitably (m−1)-colouredm-cycle decomposition ofKv (v odd)
orKv−F (v even andF is a 1-factor ofKv) is possible only if v(m−1)2 or v2(m−1)2,
respectively. Hence, an equitably 2-coloured 3-cycle decomposition of Kv exists trivially
only when v= 3. Similarly, an equitably 2-colourable 3-cycle decomposition ofKv −F is
possible only if v8 and v ≡ 0, 2 (mod 6).An equitably 2-coloured 3-cycle decomposition
of K2 − F exists trivially and it is relatively simple to ﬁnd such decompositions of both
K6 − F and K8 − F , thus demonstrating that these conditions are also sufﬁcient. How-
ever, for m4, the problem of determining the values of v for which there exist equitably
2-colourable m-cycle decompositions of Kv or Kv − F is no longer trivial.
Necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for the existence of such decompositions for m ∈
{4, 5, 6} are given in [2]. The existence question for equitably 3-coloured m-cycle decom-
positions of Kv and Kv − F has also been completely settled for m ∈ {4, 5, 6} in [1].
In [16], the existence question for equitably 2-colourable m-cycle decompositions of
Kp(n) and Kn1,n2,...,np is completely settled for m ∈ {3, 5} and m ∈ {4, 6}, respectively.
In this paper, we completely settle the existence question for equitably 3-colourable m-
cycle decompositions of Kp(n) for m ∈ {3, 4, 5}. Our main result is given in the following
theorem.
Main Theorem
• There exist equitably 3-colourable 3-cycle decompositions of Kp(n) if and only if
p ∈ {1, 3}.
• There exist equitably 3-colourable 4-cycle decompositions of Kp(n) if and only if
the number of edges in Kp(n) is divisible by 4, each vertex has even degree, pn4,
p ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9} and if p = 7, then n4.
• There exist equitably 3-colourable 5-cycle decompositions of Kp(n) if and only if the
number of edges in Kp(n) is divisible by 5, each vertex has even degree, p = 2 and
pn5.
We require some additional notation which we introduce here. The m-cycle with edges
{x1, x2}, {x2, x3},. . . , {xm, x1}will be denoted by (x1, x2, . . . , xm), or by any cyclic shift of
this. Also, we use Cp(n) to denote the graph with vertex set Zn×{1, 2, . . . , p} and edge set
{{(a, i), (b, i + 1)} : a, b ∈ Zn, 1 ip, addition modulo p}, where the second number
in each ordered pair is used to denote the part to which the vertex belongs. Thus, Cp(n)
has p parts, each containing n vertices. Elsewhere, we use ab to denote vertices, where the
subscript is used to denote the part to which the vertex belongs. LetG be any graph and let
H1, H2, . . . , Hp be pairwise disjoint graphs such thatV (G)=V (H1)∪V (H2)∪· · ·∪V (Hp).
We useG− (H1 +H2 + · · · +Hp) to denote the graph formed by taking the graphG and
removing the edges ofH1, H2, . . . , Hp. IfHiH , for i=1, 2, . . . , p, we denote the graph
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by G − (p × H) instead. Finally, in this paper we use the colours black, white and grey,
and we say that an edge connecting two vertices of the same colour is a pure edge and that
an edge connecting two differently coloured vertices is a mixed edge.
2. Equitably 3-colourable 3-cycle decompositions
There is only one way to equitably 3-colour a 3-cycle and this cycle contains three
distinctly coloured vertices. Hence, the cycle contains only mixed edges and we conclude
that an equitably 3-coloured 3-cycle decomposition of Kp(n) is possible only if Kp(n) does
not have any pure edges. Given this constraint, we are in a position to prove Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.1. There exist equitably 3-colourable 3-cycle decompositions of Kp(n) if and
only if p ∈ {1, 3}.
Proof. Suppose that the decomposition exists. Since no bipartite graph can be decomposed
into odd-length cycles, then p = 2. However, since the decomposition contains no pure
edges, then p = 1 or 3.
If p = 1, the graph has no edges and so a decomposition exists trivially for any n.
Suppose then that p = 3. Let the vertex set of K3(n) be Zn × {1, 2, 3}, where the second
number in each ordered pair indicates the part to which the vertex belongs. Colour the
vertices with three colours such that all the vertices in a part have the same colour. An
equitably 3-coloured 3-cycle decomposition of K3(n) is given by developing the starter
cycle ((s, 1), (t, 2), (s + t, 3)), where s, t ∈ Zn and addition is calculated modulo n. 
3. Equitably 3-colourable 4-cycle decompositions
Any equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle contains at most one pure edge. Consequently, an
equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of Kp(n) can exist only if the number of pure
edges in Kp(n) is at most 14 of the total number of edges. Equivalently, the decomposition
can exist only if the number of mixed edges in Kp(n) is at least 34 of the total number
of edges. We use this, along with Lemmas 3.1–3.9, when, when proving Theorem 3.10.
For each existence result involving a multipartite graph, the graph has the obvious vertex
partition.
Lemma 3.1 (Adams et al. [1]). There exists an equitably3-coloured4-cycle decomposition
of Kv if and only if v = 9.
Lemma 3.2 (Adams et al. [1]). There exist equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decompositions
of Kv − F if and only if v ∈ {4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 18}.
For conveniencewe reproduce an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition ofK12−F
here, since this decomposition is used in a later proof.
Lemma 3.3. There exists an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of K12 − F .
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Proof. Let the vertex set of K12 − F be ⋃3i=1{0i , 1i , 2i , 3i}. Colour the vertices with
subscript 1 black, those with subscript 2 white and those with subscript 3 grey. The edges
in F are {0i , 1i} and {2i , 3i}, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. A suitable decomposition of K12 − F is
given by
(12, 13, 22, 31)∗, (02, 13, 21, 23)∗, (32, 01, 13, 11)∗, (02, 33, 13, 31), (32, 23, 03, 21),
(22, 23, 11, 21), (02, 22, 03, 01), (02, 32, 03, 11), (02, 03, 33, 21), (12, 22, 01, 23),
(12, 32, 33, 11), (12, 03, 31, 01), (12, 33, 01, 21), (22, 33, 31, 11), (32, 13, 23, 31).
Note. Cycles marked with an asterisk in the above decomposition contain no pure edges.
Lemma 3.4. For each positive integer n, there exists an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle
decomposition of C4(n).
Proof. Let the vertex set of C4(n) be Zn × {1, 2, 3, 4}, where the second number in each
ordered pair denotes the part to which the vertex belongs. Colour all the vertices in two
parts of C4(n) with one colour, colour all the vertices in another part with a second colour
and colour all the vertices in the remaining part with a third colour.An equitably 3-coloured
4-cycle decomposition of C4(n) is given by ((s, 1), (t, 2), (s, 3), (t, 4)), where s, t ∈ Zn.

Lemma 3.5. There exists an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of K2(2).
Proof. This follows immediately since K2,2 is isomorphic to a 4-cycle. 
Lemma 3.6. There exists an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of K7(4).
Proof. Let the vertex set ofK7(4) be
⋃7
i=1{0i , 1i , 2i , 3i}. Colour the vertices j1, j2, 07 and
17 black, colour the vertices j3, j4 and 27 white and colour the vertices j5, j6 and 37 grey,
where 0j3. A suitable decomposition is given by
(01, 32, 13, 05), (21, 12, 33, 36), (11, 32, 14, 05), (31, 02, 04, 36), (12, 01, 33, 05), (02, 11, 13, 16),
(02, 21, 14, 25), (32, 31, 04, 26), (01, 02, 03, 37), (21, 22, 27, 05), (11, 22, 24, 37), (31, 12, 27, 26),
(22, 31, 23, 37), (22, 01, 27, 15), (32, 21, 34, 37), (12, 11, 27, 36), (01, 07, 03, 15), (11, 07, 23, 26),
(21, 07, 24, 15), (31, 07, 34, 06), (02, 17, 13, 35), (12, 17, 03, 26), (22, 17, 34, 05), (32, 17, 24, 36),
(17, 01, 23, 15), (17, 11, 04, 25), (17, 21, 03, 06), (17, 31, 34, 36), (07, 02, 23, 05), (07, 12, 14, 35),
(07, 22, 03, 16), (07, 32, 24, 26), (25, 36, 23, 11), (05, 36, 03, 31), (26, 25, 23, 21), (36, 15, 33, 11),
(16, 05, 24, 31), (35, 26, 14, 11), (35, 06, 04, 21), (16, 35, 24, 21), (05, 26, 33, 32), (16, 25, 13, 12),
(25, 06, 13, 22), (06, 05, 03, 12), (06, 15, 34, 32), (15, 16, 04, 12), (15, 26, 34, 02), (36, 35, 04, 22),
(37, 25, 33, 21), (37, 06, 14, 31), (37, 35, 23, 12), (37, 16, 14, 02), (15, 37, 13, 07), (05, 37, 33, 17),
(26, 37, 04, 17), (36, 37, 14, 07), (23, 04, 01, 06), (33, 24, 11, 06), (33, 14, 01, 35), (33, 34, 11, 16),
(24, 03, 32, 16), (34, 13, 01, 16), (14, 13, 31, 15), (14, 03, 01, 36), (13, 24, 02, 36), (03, 34, 12, 35),
(23, 14, 22, 16), (13, 04, 32, 15), (04, 03, 11, 15), (24, 23, 22, 06), (34, 23, 32, 35), (04, 33, 02, 05),
(03, 27, 21, 25), (24, 27, 31, 25), (13, 27, 02, 26), (34, 27, 32, 25), (27, 33, 07, 25), (27, 23, 17, 35),
(27, 04, 07, 06), (27, 14, 17, 16), (21, 13, 02, 06), (31, 33, 22, 35), (01, 24, 12, 25), (01, 34, 22, 26).

Lemma 3.7. There exists an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of K7(6).
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V1
V2
V3
01b
11b
03b
13b
02b
12b
21b
31b
23b
33b
22b
32b
01w
11w
03w
13w
02w
12w
21w
31w
23w
33w
22w
32w
01g
11g
03g
13g
02g
12g
21b
31b
23b
33b
22b
32b
Fig. 1. The arrangement of vertices in graph G=K6(6), with parts grouped vertically.
Ai
0ib
1ib
2ib
3ib
0iw
1iw
2iw
3iw
0ig
1ig
2ig
3ig
Fig. 2. A partial copy of the graph Ai =K6(2) =K12 − F , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Proof. Within this proof it is important to keep careful note of the colour of each vertex. For
convenience, we introduce an additional subscript, using the letters b,w and g to denote the
colours black, white and grey, respectively. Thus, for example, the vertex 01w is coloured
white.
Let G = K6(6) on V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3, where Vi = {0ix, 1ix, 2ix, 3ix}, for i = 1, 2, 3 and x ∈
{b,w,g}. Let the parts ofG be {01x,11x,02x,12x, 03x,13x} and {21x,31x, 22x, 32x, 23x, 33x},
for x ∈ {b,w, g}; refer to Fig. 1.
We now decompose G into six subgraphs, A1, A2, A3, B23, B13 and B12. Edges with
both ends in Vi go into Ai , while edges with one end in Vi and the other in Vj go into Bij ,
for 1 i < j3. Thus, A1, A2 and A3 are copies of K6(2) (see Fig. 2), while B12, B13 and
B23 are copies of K6(4) − (2×K6(2)); see Fig. 3.
Note that K6(2)K12 − F . From Lemma 3.3, we have an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle
decomposition ofK12 −F , containing three cycles without a pure edge, each marked with
an asterisk. The ﬁrst and second of these cycles are of particular interest.
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1ib
0ib
1jb
0jb
Bij
2ib
3ib 1iw
0iw 2iw
3iw 1ig
0ig 2ig
3ig
3jb
2jb
1jw
0jw
3jw
2jw
1jg
0jg
3jg
2jg
Fig. 3. A partial copy of the graph Bij =K6(4) − (2×K6(2)), 1 i < j3.
We begin by relabelling the decomposition in Lemma 3.3 so that vertices with sub-
script 1 now have subscript 1b, vertices with subscript 2 now have subscript 1w and
vertices with subscript 3 now have subscript 1g. Call this decomposition D1 and place
a copy of D1 on A1. Note that the two highlighted 4-cycles without a pure edge are
relabelled to (01w, 11g, 21b, 21g) and (11g, 11w, 31b, 21w). Then, using the permutation
P = (1b2w3g)(2b3w1g)(3b1w2g), place a copy of P (D1) on A2 and P 2(D1) on A3.
We now consider the graphs Bij , 1 i < j3. We can generate an equitably 3-coloured
4-cycle decomposition of B23 based on D1, our decomposition of A1. For each 4-cycle
(a1p, c1q, d1r , e1s) inD1, where a, c, d, e ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and p, q, r, s ∈ {b,w, g}, we place
two cycles in D2: (a2p, c3q, d2r , e3s) and (a3p, c2q, d3r , e2s). D2 will then be an equitably
3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of B23. Included in the cycles without a pure edge inD2
are (02w, 13g, 22b, 23g), (12g, 13w, 32b, 23w), (03w, 12g , 23b, 22g) and (13g, 12w, 33b, 22w).
Furthermore, we can place a copy of P (D2) on B13 and a copy of P 2(D2) on B12.
Hence,D1+P (D1)+P 2(D1)+D2+P (D2)+P 2(D2) is an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle
decomposition ofG.Within this decomposition, we are interested in a subset of the 4-cycles
with no pure edges, given by
(01w, 11g, 21b, 21g), (11g, 11w, 31b, 21w), (02g, 12b, 22w, 22b), (12b, 12g, 32w, 22g),
(03b, 13w, 23g, 23w), (13w, 13b, 33g, 23b), (02w, 13g, 22b, 23g), (12g, 13w, 32b, 23w),
(03g, 11b, 23w, 21b), (13b, 11g, 33w, 21g), (01b, 12w, 21g, 22w), (11w, 12b, 31g, 22b),
(03w, 12g, 23b, 22g), (13g, 12w, 33b, 22w), (01g, 13b, 21w, 23b), (11b, 13g, 31w, 23g),
(02b, 11w, 22g, 21w), (12w, 11b, 32g, 21b) .
Let the cycles above be contained in the set R and note that the ﬁrst and third vertices of
these cycles together comprise the set V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3 with no repetitions.
LetH beK7(6) on V1∪V2∪V3∪{b1, b2, w1, w2, g1, g2}. The new vertices are in Part 7,
with the letters b,w and g denoting the colour of the vertices. To complete the decomposition
of K7(6) we must deal with the edges between vertices in Part 7 and all other vertices. This
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is achieved by removing the cycles in R and adding the following 4-cycles:
(01w, 11g, 21b, w2), (01w, b1, 21b, 21g), (01w,w1, 21b, g2), (01w, g1, 21b, b2),
(11g, 11w, 31b, g1), (11g, b2, 31b, 21w), (11g, b1, 31b, w2), (11g, w1, 31b, g2),
(02g, 12b, 22w,w1), (02g, g2, 22w, 22b), (02g, b1, 22w,w2), (02g, g1, 22w, b2),
(12b, 12g, 32w, b1), (12b, w2, 32w, 22g), (12b, w1, 32w, g2), (12b, g1, 32w, b2),
(03b, 13w, 23g, g1), (03b, b2, 23g, 23w), (03b, b1, 23g, w2), (03b, w1, 23g, g2),
(13w, 13b, 33g, w1), (13w, g2, 33g, 23b), (13w, b1, 33g, w2), (13w, g1, 33g, b2),
(02w, 13g, 22b, b1), (02w,w2, 22b, 23g), (02w,w1, 22b, g2), (02w, g1, 22b, b2),
(12g, 13w, 32b, g1), (12g, b2, 32b, 23w), (12g, b1, 32b, w2), (12g, w1, 32b, g2),
(03g, 11b, 23w,w1), (03g, g2, 23w, 21b), (03g, b1, 23w,w2), (03g, g1, 23w, b2),
(13b, 11g, 33w, b1), (13b, w2, 33w, 21g), (13b, w1, 33w, g2), (13b, g1, 33w, b2),
(01b, 12w, 21g, g1), (01b, b2, 21g, 22w), (01b, b1, 21g, w2), (01b, w1, 21g, g2),
(11w, 12b, 31g, w1), (11w, g2, 31g, 22b), (11w, b1, 31g, w2), (11w, g1, 31g, b2),
(03w, 12g, 23b, b1), (03w,w2, 23b, 22g), (03w,w1, 23b, g2), (03w, g1, 23b, b2),
(13g, 12w, 33b, g1), (13g, b2, 33b, 22w), (13g, b1, 33b, w2), (13g, w1, 33b, g2),
(01g, 13b, 21w,w1), (01g, g2, 21w, 23b), (01g, b1, 21w,w2), (01g, g1, 21w, b2),
(11b, 13g, 31w, b1), (11b, w2, 31w, 23g), (11b, w1, 31w, g2), (11b, g1, 31w, b2),
(02b, 11w, 22g, g1), (02b, b2, 22g, 21w), (02b, b1, 22g, w2), (02b, w1, 22g, g2),
(12w, 11b, 32g, w1), (12w, g2, 32g, 21b), (12w, b1, 32g, w2), (12w, g1, 32g, b2).
Thus, we have an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of K7(6). 
Lemma 3.8. There exists an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of K7(10) −
(K7(4) +K7(6)).
Proof. Let G be a copy of K6(10) − (K6(6) + K6(4)) on V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3 ∪ U1 ∪ U2, where
V1 = ⋃6i=1{0i , 1i}, V2 =
⋃6
i=1{2i , 3i}, V3 =
⋃6
i=1{4i , 5i}, U1 =
⋃6
i=1{ai, bi} and U2
=⋃6i=1{ci, di}. Let vertices with the same subscript be within the same part. Hence, there
is an edge between each vertex in V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3 and each vertex with a different subscript
in U1 ∪ U2; see Fig. 4. Colour vertices with subscripts 1 or 2 black, colour vertices with
subscripts 3 or 4 white and colour vertices with subscripts 5 or 6 grey.
We now decompose G into six copies of K6(4) − (2 × K6(2)). Let Aij be the subgraph
containing the edges between Vi andUj , for 1 i3 and 1j2; see Fig. 5 for example.
We will use the decomposition of K12 − F given in Lemma 3.3 to obtain an equitably
3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of K6(4) − (2×K6(2)).
We proceed by relabelling the decomposition of K12 − F so that we obtain a decompo-
sition on V1 containing the following three cycles with pure edges:
(03, 15, 02, 06), (15, 13, 12, 04), (15, 01, 14, 11).
Now let S be a mapping V1 → U1 deﬁned by S(0x) = ax and S(1x) = bx . Note that S
maps to vertices of like colour.We generate an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition
of A11 as follows: for each 4-cycle (w, x, y, z) in the relabelled K12 − F decomposition,
we take the 4-cycles
(w, S(x), y, S(z)) and (S(w), x, S(y), z).
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V1
V2
V3
U1
U1
01
11
21
31
41
51
02
12
22
32
42
52
03
13
23
33
43
53
04
14
24
34
44
54
05
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25
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06
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a1
b1
c1
d1
a2
b2
c2
d2
a3
b3
c3
d3
a4
b4
c4
d4
a5
b5
c5
d5
a6
b6
c6
d6
Fig. 4. The graph G=K6(10) − (K6(6) +K6(4)), with parts grouped vertically.
V1
U1
11
01
b1
a1
12
02
b2
a2
13
03
b3
a3
14
04
b4
a4
15
05
b5
a5
16
06
b6
a6
Fig. 5. A partial copy of the graph A11 =K6(4) − (2×K6(2)).
Together these form an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of A11, which we
label D1. Let D2 = (1 2)(3 5)(4 6)D1 and D′3 = (1 3)(2 4)(56)D1, where the permutations
are of the part numbers only. Furthermore, let D3 = (a1 b1)(b6 a6)D′3.
We can now use permutations of D1, D2 and D3 to obtain equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle
decompositions of Aij , for 1 i3 and 1j2. Place a copy of D1 on A11, a copy of
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(a c)(b d)D2 onA12, a copyof (0 2)(1 3)D2 onA21, a copyof (0 2)(1 3)(a c)(b d)D1 onA22,
a copy of (0 4)(1 5)D3 onA31 and a copy of (0 5)(1 4)(a c)(b d)D3 onA32. In this case, we
are permuting vertices within parts. Thus, an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of
G is given byD1+ (a c)(b d)D2+ (0 2)(1 3)D2+ (0 2)(1 3)(a c)(b d)D1+ (0 4)(1 5)D3+
(0 5)(1 4)(a c)(b d)D3.
This decomposition contains 36 4-cycles without a pure edge. Let the set R contain the
following 24 of these cycles:
(03, b5, 02, a6), (15, b3, 12, a4), (a3, 15, a2, 06), (b5, 01, b4, 11), (05, d3, 01, c4), (13, d5, 11, c6),
(c5, 13, c1, 04), (d3, 02, d6, 12), (25, b3, 21, a4), (33, b5, 31, a6), (a5, 33, a1, 24), (b3, 22, b6, 32),
(23, d5, 22, c6), (35, d3, 32, c4), (c3, 35, c2, 26), (d5, 21, d4, 31), (41, a6, 44, a5), (56, a3, 52, b3),
(b1, 56, a4, 45), (a6, 43, b2, 53), (51, c6, 54, c5), (46, c3, 42, d3), (d1, 46, c4, 55), (c6, 53, d2, 43).
Note that the ﬁrst and third vertices of these cycles together comprise the set V1 ∪ V2 ∪
V3 ∪ U1 ∪ U2 − S with no repetitions, where S ⊂ V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3 consists of six white and
six grey vertices.
LetH beK7(10)−(K7(6)+K7(4))onV1∪V2∪V3∪U1∪U2∪{07, 17, . . . , 57, a7, b7, c7, d7}.
Colour the vertices 07, 27, a7 and c7 black, colour the vertices 17, 47 and b7 white and colour
the vertices 37, 57 and d7 grey.
To complete the decomposition we must consider the edges between V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3 and{a7, b7, c7, d7} and those between U1 ∪U2 and {07, 17, . . . , 57}. This is done by removing
the 4-cycles in R and adding the following 4-cycles:
(03, b5, 02, a7), (03, b7, 02, a6), (03, c7, 02, d7), (15, b3, 12, c7), (15, d7, 12, a4), (15, a7, 12, b7),
(05, d3, 01, c7), (05, d7, 01, c4), (05, a7, 01, b7), (13, d5, 11, a7), (13, b7, 11, c6), (13, c7, 11, d7),
(25, b3, 21, c7), (25, d7, 21, a4), (25, a7, 21, b7), (33, b5, 31, a7), (33, b7, 31, a6), (33, c7, 31, d7),
(23, d5, 22, a7), (23, b7, 22, c6), (23, c7, 22, d7), (35, d3, 32, c7), (35, d7, 32, c4), (35, a7, 32, b7),
(41, a6, 44, a7), (41, b7, 44, a5), (41, c7, 44, d7), (56, a3, 52, c7), (56, d7, 52, b3), (56, a7, 52, b7),
(51, c6, 54, a7), (51, b7, 54, c5), (51, c7, 54, d7), (46, c3, 42, c7), (46, d7, 42, d3), (46, a7, 42, b7),
(04, a7, 06, b7), (04, c7, 06, d7), (14, a7, 16, b7), (14, c7, 16, d7), (24, a7, 26, b7), (24, c7, 26, d7),
(34, a7, 36, b7), (34, c7, 36, d7), (43, a7, 45, b7), (43, c7, 45, d7), (53, a7, 55, b7), (53, c7, 55, d7),
(a3, 15, a2, 07), (a3, 17, a2, 06), (a3, 27, a2, 37), (a3, 47, a2, 57), (b5, 01, b4, 47), (b5, 57, b4, 11),
(b5, 07, b4, 17), (b5, 27, b4, 37), (c5, 13, c1, 27), (c5, 37, c1, 04), (c5, 07, c1, 17), (c5, 47, c1, 57),
(d3, 02, d6, 47), (d3, 57, d6, 12), (d3, 07, d6, 17), (d3, 27, d6, 37), (a5, 33, a1, 27), (a5, 37, a1, 24),
(a5, 07, a1, 17), (a5, 47, a1, 57), (b3, 22, b6, 47), (b3, 57, b6, 32), (b3, 07, b6, 17), (b3, 27, b6, 37),
(c3, 35, c2, 07), (c3, 17, c2, 26), (c3, 27, c2, 37), (c3, 47, c2, 57), (d5, 21, d4, 47), (d5, 57, d4, 31),
(d5, 07, d4, 17), (d5, 27, d4, 37), (b1, 56, a4, 07), (b1, 17, a4, 45), (b1, 27, a4, 37), (b1, 47, a4, 57),
(a6, 43, b2, 27), (a6, 37, b2, 53), (a6, 07, b2, 17), (a6, 47, b2, 57), (d1, 46, c4, 07), (d1, 17, c4, 55),
(d1, 27, c4, 37), (d1, 47, c4, 57), (c6, 53, d2, 27), (c6, 37, d2, 43), (c6, 07, d2, 17), (c6, 47, d2, 57).

Lemma 3.9. There is no equitably 3-colourable 4-cycle decomposition of K8(n).
Proof. Suppose that there are b black, w white and g grey vertices in K8(n) such that
b+w+ g = 8n. Without loss of generality let bwg. We now consider edges between
a black vertex and a vertex of a different colour. We will call edges of this type b∗ edges.
Note that each equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle contains at least two b∗ edges and that a
4-cycle decomposition of K8(n) contains 7n2 4-cycles. Thus, an equitably 3-colourable
4-cycle decomposition is possible only if K8(n) contains at least 14n2 b∗ edges.
The number of b∗ edges ismaximisedwhen k=b/n parts each contain n black vertices,
one part has d=b−kn black vertices and the other p−k−1 parts contain no black vertices.
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To prove this, assume that the b black vertices are not arranged as above, but that the
number of b∗ edges is maximised. We now seek a contradiction.
There must be two parts each with some black vertices and some non-black vertices. Say
that one part has r black vertices and another has q black vertices, for 0<rq <n. There
are r(n− q)+ q(n− r)b∗ edges between these two parts. We can interchange the colours
of a black vertex from the ﬁrst part with a non-black vertex from the other part, without
changing the total number of black vertices or the number of b∗ edges between these two
parts and the other p − 2 parts.
These two parts now have r − 1 and q + 1 black vertices, respectively, and there are
(r − 1)(n− q − 1)+ (q + 1)(n− r + 1)b∗ edges between them. However, [(r − 1)(n−
q− 1)+ (q+ 1)(n− r + 1)]− [r(n− q)+ q(n− r)]= 2q− 2r + 2> 0 since qr , which
is a contradiction.
Using the conﬁguration which maximises the number of b∗ edges, there are n2(k2 +
k)+nb(7− 2k) such edges, which is a strictly increasing function of b provided k3. But
bwg, so b8n/3 and k8/3 = 2.
Thus, the number of b∗ edges is maximisedwhen b=8n/3 (giving k = 2), and to produce
this maximum we need to have two parts containing all black vertices and one other part
with two-thirds of its vertices coloured black.
The number of b∗ edges is then 14n2. Since this is also the minimum number of b∗ edges,
we must use the conﬁguration from the preceding paragraph.
If we now consider white vertices, we see that in order for there to be at least 14n2 edges
between white vertices and vertices of another colour, the white vertices need to be arranged
in the same manner as the black vertices. Hence we are forced to arrange the remaining v/3
grey vertices such that two parts each contain n grey vertices and two other parts contain
n/3 grey vertices.
However, we ﬁnd that there are 40n2/3< 14n2 edges connecting a grey vertex and a
vertex of a different colour. 
Theorem 3.10. There exist equitably 3-colourable 4-cycle decompositions of Kp(n) if and
only if p ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9}, n ≡ 0 (mod 2) and, if p = 7, then n4.
Proof. Consider Kp(n) as the complete graph on pn vertices with the edges of p disjoint
copies of the complete graph on n vertices removed, denoted Kpn − (p×Kn). This graph
has 12p(p − 1)n2 edges.
Suppose that there are b black, w white and g grey vertices in Kpn − (p × Kn). We
wish to determine what values of b, w and g maximise the number of mixed edges
in the graph. This is done by maximising the number of mixed edges in Kpn and re-
moving only pure edges when removing the edges of each disjoint copy of Kn. Using
simple calculus we ﬁnd that when b = w = g = pn/3 the number of mixed edges in
Kp(n) is maximised. Indeed, the maximum possible number of mixed edges in Kp(n)
is (pn)2/3.
Since a 4-cycle contains at most one pure edge, the number of mixed edges inKp(n) must
be at least 34 of the total number of edges. Hence, (pn)
2/33p(p − 1)n2/8. Solving this
inequality, we ﬁnd that p9. Combining this with Lemma 3.9, we ﬁnd that an equitably
3-colourable 4-cycle decomposition of Kp(n) can exist only if p ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9}.
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Furthermore, for each permitted value of p, when n ≡ 0 (mod 2) the number of edges in
Kp(n) is divisible by 4, each vertex has even degree and pn4.
Wenowprovide equitably 3-coloured4-cycle decompositions ofKp(n) forp ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 9}, whenevern ≡ 0 (mod 2),n2, and an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition
of K7(n) whenever n ≡ 0 (mod 2), n4.
Case 1: p = 1.
SinceK1(n) has no edges, an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition ofK1(n) exists
trivially.
Case 2: p = 2.
Letn=2x. Take a copy ofK2(x).We simultaneously constructK2(n) and its decomposition
as follows. Replace each vertex of K2(x) with two vertices, in the ﬁrst part colouring one
black and onewhite and in the second part colouring one black and one grey. By Lemma 3.5,
we can place an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition ofK2(2) on each set of vertices
arising from an edge ofK2(x). The result is an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition
of K2(n).
Case 3: p = 3.
As with Case 2, let n=2x. Take a copy ofK3(x) and replace each vertex with two vertices,
in the ﬁrst part colouring one black and one white, in the second part colouring one black
and one grey and in the third part colouring one white and one grey.We now have a copy of
K3(n). By Lemma 3.5, we can place an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition ofK2(2)
on each set of vertices arising from an edge of K3(x). The result is an equitably 3-coloured
4-cycle decomposition of K3(n).
Case 4: p = 4.
Let n= 2x. Take a copy of K8 − FK4(2). By Lemma 3.2, we can place an equitably
3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition on this graph. Now replace each vertex of K8 − F by
x new vertices, colouring the new vertices the same colour as the vertex they replaced.
Thus, we have a copy of K4(n) and each 4-cycle in the original decomposition becomes a
copy of C4(x), resulting in a C4(x) decomposition of K4(n). Without loss of generality, all
vertices in parts 1 and 2 of each copy of C4(x) are of one colour, all vertices in part 3 are
of a second colour and all vertices in part 4 are of a third colour. By Lemma 3.4, we can
place an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of C4(x) on each copy of C4(x) in the
C4(x) decomposition ofK4(n). The result is an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition
of K4(n).
Case 5: p = 5.
Use Lemma 3.2 and exactly the same procedure as for Case 4, but replace the graph
K8 − F with K10 − FK5(2).
Case 6: p = 6.
Use Lemma 3.2 and exactly the same procedure as for Case 4, but replace the graph
K8 − F with K12 − FK6(2).
Case 7: p = 7.
By Lemma 3.2, no equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of K7(2) exists. Hence,
let n4. We need to consider two cases.
Case 7.1: n ≡ 0 (mod 4).
Let n= 4x and take a copy ofK7(4). By Lemma 3.6, there exists an equitably 3-coloured
4-cycle decomposition of K7(4). We simultaneously create the graph K7(n), n4, and its
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equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition as follows. Replace each vertex by x vertices,
colouring them the same colour as the vertex they replaced. By Lemma 3.4, we can place
an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of C4(n) on each set of vertices arising
from a 4-cycle in the decomposition ofK7(4). The result is an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle
decomposition of K7(n), where n ≡ 0 (mod 4).
Case 7.2: n ≡ 2 (mod 4).
Let n = 4x + 2. An equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of K7(6), (so x = 1) is
given in Lemma 3.7. Suppose then that x2. Take a copy ofK7(6), with vertex set V . Call
this graphG1 Colour the vertices in parts 1 and 2 black. Colour the vertices in parts 3 and 4
white and colour the vertices in parts 5 and 6 grey. Finally, colour two vertices each black,
white and grey in part 7. Now take a copy of K7(4(x−1)). Call this graph G2. Colour the
vertices in parts 1–6 as above and colour 2(x − 1) vertices in part 7 black and x − 1 each
white and grey.
Partition the vertices of K7(4(x−1)) into x − 1 sets, U1, U2, . . . , Ux−1, such that each set
contains four vertices from each part, including two black, one white and one grey from
Part 7.
For 1 ix−1, include the set of edges between V andUi , with the exception of edges
between vertices in the same part. Let the graph with vertex set V ∪ Ui and edge set as
described above be called Hi , for 1 ix − 1. Then HiK7(10) − (K7(6) + K7(4)), for
1 ix − 1, with the colouring pattern speciﬁed in Lemma 3.8.
The union ofG1,G2 andH1, . . . , Hx−1 is the graphK7(n). By Lemmas 3.7 and Case 7.1
of this theorem, we can place an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of K7(6) and
K7(4(x−1)) onG1 andG2, respectively. Similarly, by Lemma 3.8, we can place an equitably
3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of K7(10) − (K7(6) + K7(4)) on Hi , for 1 ix − 1.
Thus, we have an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of K7(n).
Case 8: p = 9.
Take a copy ofK9. By Lemma 3.1, an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition ofK9
exists. Replace each vertex in the equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of K9 by n
vertices, colouring the vertices the same colour as the vertex they replaced. Thus, we have a
copy ofK9(n). By Lemma 3.4, we can place an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition
of C4(x) on each set of vertices arising from a 4-cycle in the 4-cycle decomposition of K9.
The result is an equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decomposition of K9(n). 
4. Equitably 3-colourable 5-cycle decompositions
Lemma 4.1. For each positive integer n, there exists an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle de-
composition of C5(n).
Proof. Let the vertex set of C5(n) be Zn × {1, 2, . . . , 5}, where the second number in each
ordered pair denotes the part to which the vertex belongs. Colour all the vertices in two
parts of C5(n) with one colour, all the vertices in another two parts with a second colour and
all the vertices in the remaining part with a third colour. An equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle
decomposition of C5(n) is given by the starter cycle ((s, 1), (t, 2), (s, 3), (t, 4), (s + t, 5)),
where s, t ∈ Zn and addition is calculated modulo n. 
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Lemma 4.2. If there exists an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of Kp(n), then
there exists an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of Kp(nx) for any positive
integer x.
Proof. Take an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition ofKp(n). Replace each vertex
in the 5-cycle decomposition of Kp(n) by x vertices, colouring them the same colour as
the vertex they replaced. By Lemma 4.1, we can place an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle
decomposition of C5(x) on each set of vertices arising from a 5-cycle in the decomposition
ofKp(n). It is easy to check that the result is an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition
of Kp(nx). 
From Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 below, we can conclude that equitably 3-colourable 5-cycle
decompositions of Kp(1) and Kp(2) exist whenever the obvious necessary conditions are
satisﬁed.
Lemma 4.3 (Adams et al. [1]). There exist equitably 3-colourable 5-cycle decompositions
of Kv if and only if v ≡ 1, 5 (mod 10), v5.
Lemma 4.4 (Adams et al. [1]). There exist equitably 3-colourable 5-cycle decompositions
of Kv − F if and only if v ≡ 0, 2 (mod 10), v10.
Deﬁnition (Colbourn and Rosa [11]). Suppose that the elements of a PBD(v, 3, 1) or a
GDD[3, 1,M; v] have been coloured using k colours. The colouring is said to be weak if
no block is monochromatic. Blocks with two elements of the same colour are said to be bi-
colouredwhile blocks with three differently coloured elements are said to be polychromatic.
The design is said to be weakly k-colourable if it permits a weak k-colouring. Furthermore,
the weak chromatic number, w, is the smallest value of k for which there exists a weak
k-colouring, and the design is said to be weakly k-chromatic if w = k.
We now consider decompositions of Kp(5) and Kp(10) as these are needed in the proof
of Theorem 4.13.
Lemma 4.5 (Colbourn and Rosa [11]). For all v ≡ 1, 3 (mod 6), v3, there exists a
weakly 3-chromatic PBD(v, 3, 1).
Corollary 4.6. For all v ≡ 0, 2 (mod 6), v6, there exists a weakly 3-chromatic
GDD[3, 1, 2; v].
Proof. Let v ≡ 0, 2 (mod 6). By Lemma 4.5, there exists a weakly 3-chromatic PBD(v +
1, 3, 1), from which we can remove an element e. The result is a GDD[3, 1, 2; v]where the
original blocks not containing e are bicoloured or polychromatic blocks in the design, and
the original blocks containing e are now groups within the design. 
Lemma 4.7. For all v ≡ 5 (mod 6), there exists a PBD(v, {3, 5∗}, 1),whose elements have
been coloured using three colours, such that no block of size 3 is monochromatic and the
block of size 5 has one element of one colour and two elements each of the other two colours.
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Proof. Let v = 6x + 5. Furthermore, let the elements of the PBD(v, {3, 5∗}, 1) be de-
noted {∞1,∞2} ∪ ({1, 2, . . . , 2x + 1} × {1, 2, 3}). Using the 6x + 5 construction given
in [14], where the block of size ﬁve is on {∞1,∞2, (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3)}, and colour-
ing the elements ∞1, (1, 1), (2, 1), . . . , (2x + 1, 1) with one colour, the elements ∞2,
(1, 2), (2, 2), . . . , (2x+1, 2)with a second colour and the elements (1, 3), (2, 3), . . . , (2x+
1, 3) with a third colour, we obtain a PBD(v, {3, 5∗}, 1) with the required block colouring.

Corollary 4.8. For all v ≡ 4 (mod 6), v10, there exists a GDD[{3, 5∗}, 1, 2; v], whose
elements have been coloured using three colours, such that no block of size 3 is monochro-
matic and the block of size 5 has one element of one colour and two elements each of the
other two colours.
Proof. Let v ≡ 4 (mod 6), v10.ByLemma4.5,4.13, there exists a PBD(v+1, {3, 5∗}, 1),
whose elements have been coloured using three colours, such that no block of size 3 is
monochromatic and the block of size 5 has one element of one colour and two elements
each of the other two colours. Removing an element e from this design which does not
occur in the block of size 5, we obtain a GDD[{3, 5∗}, 1, 2; v], where the original blocks
not containing e are blocks in the design, and the original blocks containing e are now
groups within the design. It is also easy to check that each block has the required colouring
pattern. 
Lemma 4.9. There exist equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decompositions of K3(5).
Proof. We give two such decompositions, denoted Type A and Type B. The assignment of
colours to vertices varies between the two decompositions. In each case, the vertex set is
denoted
⋃3
i=1{0i , 1i , . . . , 4i}.
Type A.Colour the vertices such that 01, 02, 03 and 13 are one colour, 11, 21, 12, 22 and 23
are a second colour and 31, 41, 32, 42, 33 and 43 are a third colour. An equitably 3-coloured
5-cycle decomposition of this graph is given by
(13, 21, 43, 22, 41), (13, 22, 33, 21, 32), (13, 01, 43, 41, 12), (13, 02, 43, 32, 11), (21, 12, 33, 41, 03),
(21, 23, 42, 41, 02), (22, 11, 43, 42, 03), (22, 23, 31, 42, 01), (21, 22, 31, 13, 42), (01, 02, 31, 32, 23),
(02, 03, 32, 33, 11), (03, 01, 33, 31, 12), (11, 12, 43, 31, 03), (12, 23, 41, 32, 01), (23, 11, 42, 33, 02).
Type B. Colour the vertices such that 01, 02, 12, 03 and 13 are one colour, 11, 21, 22,
23 and 33 are a second colour and 31, 41, 32, 42 and 43 are a third colour. An equitably
3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition is given by
(02, 03, 11, 22, 43), (03, 12, 23, 22, 41), (01, 02, 23, 11, 32), (01, 03, 21, 33, 42), (02, 13, 32, 43, 11),
(13, 12, 41, 43, 21), (01, 12, 31, 32, 23), (01, 13, 42, 31, 22), (33, 11, 42, 43, 01), (21, 23, 31, 43, 12),
(22, 33, 41, 42, 03), (22, 21, 32, 41, 13), (13, 11, 12, 33, 31), (02, 31, 03, 32, 33), (21, 42, 23, 41, 02).

Lemma 4.10. There exists an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K5(5).
Proof. Let the vertex set ofK5(5) be
⋃5
i=1{0i , 1i , . . . , 4i}. Colour the vertices such that 01,
11, 02, 12, 03, 13, 04 and 05 are one colour, 21, 31, 22, 23, 14, 24, 15 and 25 are a second
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colour, and 41, 32, 42, 33, 43, 34, 44, 35 and 45 are a third colour. An equitably 3-coloured
5-cycle decomposition of K5(5) is given by
(01, 12, 23, 34, 35), (11, 02, 23, 44, 45), (02, 03, 24, 35, 41), (12, 13, 14, 45, 41), (14, 25, 01, 42, 33),
(24, 15, 11, 32, 43), (15, 31, 12, 43, 44), (25, 21, 02, 43, 34), (23, 14, 05, 01, 32), (23, 24, 05, 11, 42),
(41, 22, 23, 04, 05), (01, 02, 33, 34, 15), (11, 12, 33, 44, 25), (02, 13, 44, 35, 31), (12, 03, 34, 45, 21),
(14, 15, 41, 32, 03), (24, 25, 41, 42, 13), (15, 21, 32, 33, 04), (25, 31, 42, 43, 04), (21, 22, 03, 04, 35),
(31, 22, 13, 04, 45), (01, 22, 33, 24, 45), (11, 22, 43, 14, 35), (21, 42, 03, 44, 05), (31, 32, 13, 34, 05),
(14, 41, 33, 05, 02), (24, 41, 43, 05, 12), (11, 33, 35, 22, 14), (01, 43, 45, 22, 24), (03, 45, 32, 24, 11),
(13, 35, 42, 14, 01), (25, 32, 44, 01, 03), (15, 42, 34, 11, 13), (02, 04, 21, 23, 35), (12, 04, 31, 23, 45),
(15, 02, 34, 01, 33), (25, 12, 44, 11, 43), (41, 23, 05, 22, 04), (21, 43, 35, 12, 14), (31, 33, 45, 02, 24),
(03, 35, 32, 14, 31), (13, 45, 42, 24, 21), (05, 32, 34, 21, 03), (05, 42, 44, 31, 13), (22, 34, 41, 03, 15),
(22, 44, 41, 13, 25), (04, 01, 23, 15, 32), (04, 11, 23, 25, 42), (12, 34, 31, 43, 15), (02, 44, 21, 33, 25).

We are now in a position to ﬁnd equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decompositions of Kp(5)
and Kp(10).
Lemma 4.11. There exist equitably 3-colourable 5-cycle decompositions of Kp(5) if and
only if p is an odd, positive integer.
Proof. For such a decomposition to exist, the number of edges must be divisible by ﬁve
and each vertex must have even degree. The number of edges in Kp(5) is always divisible
by 5.As each part contains an odd number of vertices, we require there to be an odd number
of parts in order to satisfy the second condition. Thus, p is an odd number.
Letp be anyodd, positive integer.ByLemmas4.5 and4.5,4.13, there exists aPBD(p, 3, 1)
or a PBD(p, {3, 5∗}, 1) whose vertices have been coloured using three colours, such that
no block of size 3 is monochromatic and the one block of size 5 has one vertex of Colour 1
and two each of the other two colours. Replace each vertex of the design by ﬁve vertices. If
the vertex they replaced was of Colour 1, then colour one vertex black and two each white
and grey. If the vertex they replaced was of Colour 2, then colour one vertex white and
two each black and grey. Finally, if the vertex they replaced was of Colour 3, then colour
one vertex grey and two each black and white. By Lemma 4.9, we can place an equitably
3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K3(5) of Type A or B on each set of vertices arising
from a bicoloured or polychromatic block of size 3, respectively. Furthermore, by Lemma
4.10, we can place an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition ofK5(5) on the block of
size 5 arising from the design. The result is an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition
of Kp(5). 
Lemma 4.12. There exist equitably 3-colourable 5-cycle decompositions of Kp(10) if and
only if p is a positive integer such that p = 2.
Proof. Once again, the number of edges in the graph must be divisible by ﬁve and each
vertex must have even degree. The number of edges in Kp(10) is always divisible by 5.
As each part contains an even number of vertices, the second condition is satisﬁed for any
p. However, no odd-length cycle decomposition of a bipartite graph exists. Hence, p is a
positive integer such that p = 2.
Suppose p = 2. By Lemmas 4.6 and 4.6,4.13, there exists a GDD[3, 1, 2, 2p] or a
GDD[{3, 5∗}, 1, 2, 2p] for all p = 2, whose elements have been coloured using three
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colours, such that no block of size 3 is monochromatic and the block of size 5 has one
element of one colour and two elements each of the other two colours. Again, replace each
element in the design by 5 elements and colour the new elements according to the method
used in the proof of Lemma 4.11. By Lemma 4.9, we can place an equitably 3-coloured 5-
cycle decomposition ofK3(5) ofTypeA orB on each set of vertices arising from a bicoloured
or polychromatic block of size 3, respectively. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.10, we can place
an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition ofK5(5) on the block of size 5 arising from
the design. The result is an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of Kp(10). 
We prove the following.
Theorem 4.13. There exists an equitably 3-colourable 5-cycle decomposition of Kp(n) if
and only if the number of edges is divisible by 5, each vertex has even degree, p = 2, and
if p ∈ {3, 4} then n> 1.
Proof. It is shown in [3] that an uncoloured 5-cycle decomposition of Kp(n) exists if and
only if the conditions given above are satisﬁed.
We need to consider four cases.
Case 1: n ≡ 1, 3, 7, 9 (mod 10).
In this case, the necessary conditions are satisﬁed only for p ≡ 1, 5 (mod 10). Suppose
p ≡ 1, 5 (mod 10). Using Lemma 4.2, an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of
Kp(n) can be constructed for any n ≡ 1, 3, 7, 9 (mod 10) from an equitably 3-coloured
5-cycle decomposition of Kp(1), which exists by Lemma 4.3.
Case 2: n ≡ 2, 4, 6, 8 (mod 10).
In this case, the necessary conditions are satisﬁed only for p ≡ 0, 1 (mod 5). Let p ≡
0, 1 (mod 5). Using Lemma 4.2, an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of Kp(n)
can be constructed for any n ≡ 2, 4, 6, 8 (mod 10) from an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle
decomposition of Kp(2), which exists by Lemma 4.4.
Case 3: n ≡ 5 (mod 10).
When n ≡ 5 (mod 10), the necessary conditions are satisﬁed for any odd positive integer
p. Let p be an odd, positive number. By Lemma 4.2, an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle
decomposition of Kp(n) can be constructed for any n ≡ 5 (mod 10) from an equitably
3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of Kp(5), which exists by Lemma 4.11.
Case 4: n ≡ 0 (mod 10).
When n ≡ 0 (mod 10), the necessary conditions are satisﬁed for any positive integer
p such that p = 2. Let p be a positive integer such that p = 2. By Lemma 4.2, an
equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of Kp(n) can be constructed for any n ≡
0 (mod 10) from an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition ofKp(10), which exists by
Lemma 4.12. 
5. Some concluding remarks
Some interesting problems arise from this work. For example, it may be interesting to
consider equitably 3-colourable 4-cycle decompositions of complete multipartite graphs
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in which the parts are not all of the same size. Furthermore, what restrictions (if any) are
there on equitably 4-colourable m-cycle decompositions of complete equipartite graphs,
for small values of m?
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